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Definition: Joanna I of Anjou (1325–1382), countess of Provence and the fourth sovereign of the
Angevin dynasty in south Italy (since 1343), became the heir to the throne of the Kingdom of Sicily,
succeeding her grandfather King Robert “the Wise” (1277–1343). The public and official images of the
queen and the “symbolic” representations of her power, commissioned by her or by her entourage,
contributed to create a new standard in the cultural references of the Angevin iconographic tradition
aiming to assimilate models shared by the European ruling class. In particular, the following works
of art and architecture will be analyzed: the queen’s portraits carved on the front slabs of royal
sepulchers (namely those of her mother Mary of Valois and of Robert of Anjou) and on the liturgical
furnishings in the church of Santa Chiara in Naples; the images painted in numerous illuminated
manuscripts, in the chapter house of the friars in the Franciscan convent of Santa Chiara in Naples, in
the lunette of the church in the Charterhouse of Capri. The church of the Incoronata in Naples does
not show, at the present time, any portrait of the queen or explicit reference to Joanna as a patron.
However, it is considered the highest symbolic image of her queenship.

Keywords: Angevin dynasty; Kingdom of Sicily; Naples; Joanna of Anjou; royal iconography;
dynastic celebration

1. Introduction

Joanna I of Anjou (1325–1382), countess of Provence and the fourth sovereign of the
Angevin dynasty in south Italy (since 1343), was the eldest daughter of Charles duke of
Calabria (1298–1328) and Mary of Valois (1309–1331). She became the heir to the throne
of the Kingdom of Sicily upon the death of her father in 1328, succeeding her grandfather
King Robert “the Wise” (1277–1343). In 1333, she married her cousin Andrew of Hungary,
the brother of King Louis, with the aim to prevent the claims to the throne of Sicily
from the Hungarian family branch. Joanna’s investiture as sole queen intensified the
tensions between the Neapolitan and the Hungarian courts, which lead to the invasion
of the Kingdom after Andrew’s assassination (18 September 1345). Joanna, accused to be
involved in the murder, married her cousin Louis, Prince of Taranto, and together they
reached the Papal court in Avignon to ask for political and diplomatic support. She sold
Avignon to Pope Clement VI to fund the military campaign and returned to Naples in 1352.
After Louis of Taranto’s death in 1362, she married James IV, King of Maiorca (1336–1375),
and, after his death, the military adventurer Otto of Brunswick. In 1372, she ended the
ancient dispute between the Angevins and the Aragonese for the rule of the isle of Sicily.
During the Western Schism, she supported Clement VII against Urban VI. The death of all
her children prompted her to adopt and appoint as her heir first the nephew, Charles of
Durazzo, and then Louis of Anjou (brother of the French king Charles V). Supported by
Urban VI, Charles waged war against Joanna. The queen was imprisoned in the castle of
Muro and strangled upon Charles’s order on 22 May 1382 [1–4], [5] (pp. 152–198).

The difficult conjunctures of Joanna’s succession to the throne, the complex military
and political events and the struggles for the power inside the Angevin court that have
troubled the almost forty years of her reign have led scholars to describe her age as char-
acterized by political decline and obfuscation of the prestige of the royal authority. Such
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context did not seem to encourage the artistic patronage, in particular on the monumen-
tal scale. On the other hand, the demand for sumptuous objects, such as illuminated
manuscripts and goldsmiths, remained on a very high level [6] (pp. 374–407), [7–12]. The
promotion of religious and charitable institutions, with a preference for those established
by Joanna’s predecessors (in particular, Charles I, Robert and Charles of Calabria), also
reflected on the elements of the artistic and architectural patronage and contributing to the
creation of the queen’s public image.

Portraits of the queen or symbolic representations of her royal image, commissioned
directly by her or her entourage with the aim to legitimize the queen’s succession to the
throne and her political authority, refer not only to the Angevin prestigious family and
dynastic tradition, but also to the models of royal representation in vogue among the main
European ruling dynasties. The representation of Joanna’s image thus gained a broad and
widely shared cultural and symbolic horizon.

2. Before Coronation

Concerns for the recognition of the legitimacy of Joanna’s succession inspired all along
her reign the representation of the queen and of the symbols of her power in illuminated
manuscripts, sculptures and frescoes. In the years immediately preceding her coronation,
such images intended to unequivocally affirm, in forms of great solemnity, Joanna’s right
to succeed Robert to the throne.

Joanna was orphaned at an early age. Her mother, Princess Mary of Valois, the second
wife of Charles of Calabria, was buried in a majestic, canopied monument carved by Tino di
Camaino and his workshop, housed in the church of Santa Chiara in Naples. This location,
which fulfills the explicit will of the deceased to be buried next to her husband, nevertheless
seems to represent an exception in the choices made by Robert of Anjou regarding the
distribution of the royal burials. In fact, the sovereign seems to have reserved only to
his direct descendants, children and grandchildren, the burial in the church he founded
together with his wife Sancia. The princess’ tomb, however, exhibits in the sacred space of
the “royal” church an iconography that bears an unequivocal political message (Figure 1):
on the frontal slab of the sepulcher, the deceased sits on a throne bearing royal attributes
(she was the granddaughter of King Philip III of France and had been destined to be queen)
among her children, with Joanna and Mary (the latter was second in the line of successor to
the throne) on her right and her left, respectively ([13], p. 7). This relief was in fact executed
after the two princesses were designated to the succession in a solemn ceremony held in
November 1330 in the square in front of the royal residence, Castelnuovo.
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Figure 1. Tino di Camaino and workshop, Tomb of Princess Mary of Valois († 1331) (detail of the
sepulcher), sculpture. Santa Chiara, Naples (Archive of the Soprintendenza Archeologia Belle Arti e
Paesaggio per l’Area metropolitana di Napoli). Image published in: [13] (Figure 2).
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The theme is shown also in the chapter house of the friars in the Franciscan convent
of Santa Chiara in Naples. The wide fresco, painted around 1340, shows Joanna (Figure 2)
kneeling in prayer with Robert, Sancia and Charles of Calabria ([14], pp. 126–132) or
Andrew [15] and six Franciscan saints in front of the Christ in Majesty. However, the
restricted audience that could access the room (the community of the friars) does not allow
us to exclude that the fresco was conceived not just as an image of political propaganda but
specially as a celebration of the kings as founders of the convent [15] and as an exhortation
to the friars to pray for them ([16], pp. 145–152).
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line through the solemn designation of each sovereign by his predecessor, with an em-
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Figure 2. Christ in Majesty with members of the Angevine court and six Franciscan saints (detail of
Joanna I of Anjou), fresco, around 1340. Convent of Santa Chiara, Naples. Image published in: [14]
(III, Figure 52).

The most solemn representation of the legitimacy of Joanna’s succession is represented
in the so-called Anjou Bible (Leuven, Katholieke Universiteit, Maurits Sabbe Library, cod.
1). It is one of the most lavishly decorated of the illuminated manuscripts produced on the
patronage of the court of Naples. The manuscript has been attributed to the commission of
Robert of Anjou in the late 1330s, or of the royal counselor and chancellor Niccolò Alunno
d’Alife around 1343 (active 1328–1367) and has been considered a present for Andrew of
Hungary [10] (pp. 404–405) [17] (pp. 21, 117) or a wedding present for both Joanna and
Andrew [5] (p. 179), or an homage for queen Sancia of Maiorca ([16], pp. 107–108). It was
for the most part realized by the scribe Iannucius de Matrice and the illuminator Cristoforo
Orimina but completed after Andrew’s death: in this last decoration campaign, Andrew’s
connection with the book was expunged by overpainting the numerous Hungarian dynastic
symbols with Niccolo’s coats of arms. The manuscript contains a celebrated full-page
decoration with the representation of the Angevin genealogy in the frontispiece (fol. 4r).
The famous miniature (Figure 3) represents the unfolding of the dynastic line through the
solemn designation of each sovereign by his predecessor, with an emphasis on the role of
the queens that reinforce the image of a female royal tradition [18] (p. 522) [13] (pp. 1–4). In
the first row, Charles I, seated on a sumptuous throne next to his wife Beatrice of Provence,
crowns his son Charles II in the presence of armed warriors, who seem to evoke the climate
of strong political and military tensions of the first years after the conquest of the Kingdom
(1266). In the second row Charles II, seated next to Mary of Hungary, indicates among his
children, Charles Martel, Louis and Robert, the third son as his successor on the throne of
Naples. Finally, Robert receives the homage of Andrea of Hungary, while Joanna kneels
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before Sancia in the company of her sister Mary, both introduced by their father Charles of
Calabria. The queen is represented many other times in the manuscript miniatures, both
in public and private contexts, for example sitting on a throne and flanked by jousting
knights (fol. 231v), with Andrew caressing her (fol. 249r), playing chess with King Robert
(fol. 257r), falcon hunting with Andrew (fol. 278r). On fol. 309r, three images show King
Robert or Niccolò d’Alife commissioning the manuscript, the same character while reading
it with Joanna and offering it to another person, probably Andrew ([16], pp. 104–105).
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Leuven, Bibl. Fac. Theol., Ms. 1, fol. 4r. Image published in: [6] (tav. 2).

3. During Queenship

The policy of propaganda through images continued in the years of Joanna’s reign,
developing two main themes: the claim of dynastic legitimacy (through genealogical
representations and images of dynastic kings and family saints) and of the Christological
assimilation (with King Louis IX of France as a prestigious political and cultural model).

Robert’s death (1343) and Sancia’s retreat to the convent (1344) followed the conse-
cration of the church of Santa Chiara (1340). Joanna cared not only for the realization
of Robert’s burial, but also for the completion of the liturgical furnishing of the church,
a building with a highly symbolic value for the court. The tomb of the sovereign, the
work of the Florentine brothers Pacio and Giovanni Bertini, represents, with its mighty
size and the richness of the figurative program, a very solemn image of authority. The
sculptures show the deceased in his human, royal and religious dimensions, his virtues
and authority. His wives, children and the queen Joanna—a symbol of continuity of the
dynastic line—are portrayed flanking him while sitting in majesty on the frontal slab of the
tomb. The profound Eucharistic devotion that Joanna inherited from him and especially
from Sancia and that permeates the decorative and liturgical apparatus of the church
of Santa Chiara (whose original title is Corpus Christi) inspired the continuation of the
decoration campaigns inside this building. This devotion, manifested by the queen also
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through initiatives of active religious patronage, inspired within this church a complex
strategy of representation of power. The decoration of the tramezzo is dated to the first
years of Joanna’s reign. On the external side, facing the lay audience of the faithful, a cycle
of the Passion and a martyrial program were probably exhibited. Only a few fragments
(showing the martyrs of the Maccabees and St. George and a scene from St. Vitus’s life)
and two panels (the Capture of Christ and the martyrdom of St. Euphemia) remain, now
in the church and in the adjoined Museo dell’Opera [19]. These saints enjoyed a particular
veneration in Western Europe in the Late Middle Ages among the main ruling dynasties,
especially after the Crusades and the consequent circulation of relics. It is no coincidence
that the queen appears in the carved panel kneeling with the crown on the ground, in the
presence of the Maccabees, defenders of the faith at the cost of their lives (Figure 4). As
such, they were celebrated in numerous illuminated cycles produced for the Angevin court,
for example the Holkham Hall Bible (British Library, Add. Ms. 47672), the Vienna Bible
(Österreichisches Nationalbibliothek, cod. 1191), the Hamilton Bible (Berlin, Staatliche
Museen, Kupferstichkabinett, Ms. 78 E.3) [10] (pp. 294–311).
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Figure 4. Martyrdom of the Maccabees with queen Joanna of Anjou kneeling in prayer. Santa Chiara,
Naples (photo before 1943), sculpture, 1340s. (Archive of the Soprintendenza Archeologia Belle Arti
e Paesaggio per l’Area metropolitana di Napoli). Image published in: [19] (Figure 3).

The Eucharistic theme in a more explicit royal allusion (i.e., merged with that of the
Throne of Grace) appears in the Statutes of the Order of the Holy Spirit (Bibliothèque
National de France, Paris, France, Ms. Fr. 4274), a knightly order founded by the queen
and her husband Louis of Taranto in 1352 in imitation of similar initiatives undertaken
by the French and English courts around the middle of the fourteenth century. In the
sumptuous frontispiece (fol. 2v), the royal couple kneel before the Trinity in a lavishly
decorated image [18,20], [10] (pp. 128–144).

Expression of the full maturity of the queen who, after Louis of Taranto’s death
reigned as sole queen, the church and the adjoining hospital of the Incoronata in Naples
(originally Saint Crown of Thorns) represent the only monumental enterprise attributable
to Joanna, an accomplished expression of her public image and of the symbols of her
royalty [14] (pp. 293–305), [21–23]. The church does not show, at the present time, any
portrait of the queen or explicit reference to her as a founder, but a rich scholarly tradition
and archival documentation attribute the foundation to her patronage. The complexity
of the symbols that can be reconstructed from the fragmentary pictorial and sculptural
decoration still allows us to identify a complex web of themes expressing the divine
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foundation of the queen’s earthly royalty, having its fulcrum in the cult for the Passion
of Christ. The remaining frescoes in the first bay of the church main nave, painted by
the Neapolitan Roberto di Oderisio, show the first known representation of the Seven
Sacraments in a monumental context and Old Testament scenes (inspired by the now lost
frescoes painted by Giotto in Naples: see [24]) on the lower walls in typological association
with the Sacraments. The cycle shows the ways of the personal and collective salvation
of the faithful, promoted by the Church through the institution of the seven sacraments
(which, according to saint Thomas Aquinas, generate from the wounds of Christ) and the
virtuous earthly government (for which the examples of Moses, Joseph, Jacob and Sanson
are provided).

The church celebrates the queen’s dynastic and family dignity recalling the most
prestigious model of the French cultural tradition: the Sante-Chapelle of Paris, founded
by Louis the Saint as a shrine of the sacred relics of the Passion of Christ. To endow her
foundation, established «ad instar venerabilis chapelle regii palatii Parisiensis», Joanna
asked her French cousin, King Charles V, to donate her two thorns of the Holy Crown [22]
(pp. 23–30, docc. 1–3 pp. 111–114). The Incoronata can be thus inserted in the list of
numerous foundations that were established in France and in the allied territories on
the same model. A miniature of the queen’s Book of Hours (Nationalbibliothek, Vienna,
Austriams. 1921, dated 1362–1375) recalls this precious gift. On fol. 218r a French king, to
be undoubtedly identified with Charles V, is portrayed inside the Grande-Châsse of the
relics of the Sanite-Chapelle, probably while extracting the holy thorn to be sent as a gift
to Joanna [19].

The foundation also intended to recall the closest Angevin tradition and the queen
predecessor’s enterprises [22] (passim); for example, the queen converted to this project
some funds that Robert had allocated in his will to the construction of a hospital for the
poorest members of the court; she also entrusted the complex to the care of the Carthusians
of San Martino, whose house had been founded by her father Charles of Calabria, an order
that which she also encouraged supporting the foundation of a the Charterhouse of San
Giacomo in Capri. Here, the queen is depicted in the lunette of the church main portal
kneeling in front of the Madonna and Child, together with the noble Giacomo Arcuccio
and his family, who had promoted the foundation. Finally, some details of the painted
decoration of the Incoronata (in particular the Ecclesia in the cycle of the Sacraments) and
the probable reference to Avignonese models for the unusual two-nave plan of the church,
open the cultural references to the wider political, cultural and diplomatic context of the
Kingdom [22] (pp. 42–44) [25] (pp. 43–52, 99–109) [26].

About in the same years, the miniatures of two illuminated manuscripts reinforced the
themes of the royal propaganda. The aforementioned Book of Hours [14] (pp. 323–325), [7], [10]
(pp. 451–452), [19,27–29] richly illustrated by two different workshops active in Naples in
the 1360s, presents a rare combination of psalter and book of hours, probably inspired by
the Book of Hours that belonged to Mary of Valois, which may have provided the model for
the miniatures of the psalter and the calendar. However, the manuscript was customized
to recall the queen’s family saints, personal devotions and symbols of her public image.
Miniatures show the queen kneeling in front of the Madonna and Child (foll. 185v, 200r,
231v, 234v) and of Christ (fol. 240v) (Figure 5), images of the Trinity (foll. 131r, 207v), of
dynastic saints like saint Dionisius (fol. 215r), Louis of France (fol. 219r), saint Louis of
Tolouse (fol. 223v), saint Elisabeth of Hungary (fol. 226v), images related to the cult for
the relics of the Passion (for example, Saint Helena finding the Cross, on 209r, and the
aforementioned miniature on fol. 218r), onomastic saints (foll. 211r, 224v) and Saint Brigid
of Sweden (fol. 253v).
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illumination, 1362–1375. Image published in: [28], p. 70.

More explicit political themes are depicted in the Genealogiae deorum (British Library,
London, UK, Add. 57529) dated to the last years of Joanna’s reign [30]. It contains a
genealogy of gods, demigods and mythological heroes of the Antiquity, and kings of the
Jewish, ancient and medieval traditions, with a sequence of popes up to Gregory XI. The
sequence of the popes is accompanied by the images of the rulers of the Carolingian,
Capetian and Neapolitan Angevin dynasties up to Joanna, who is flanked by her father and
her second husband, Louis of Taranto. As Charlemagne and Charles I of Anjou, founders of
dynasties, the queen is depicted in a clypeus that is larger than those destined to the other
characters, claiming her belonging to an ancient and prestigious dynastic line. Proposing
once again the theme of Joanna’s legitimate succession, the manuscript makes it clear that
even in the last years of her reign, the patron (if the queen herself or a member of her close
entourage) conducted an incessant activity of political propaganda to reaffirm the queen’s
legitimate power.

The troubled events that accompanied the end of Joanna’s reign did not lead to the
creation of a tomb appropriate to her status, as in the Angevin tradition. No material
evidence remains of her sepulcher, which the queen probably destined to the church of the
Incoronata [23]. Written sources suggest that the queen’s corpse was exposed in the church
of Santa Chiara and was later buried in a sepulcher that was for some centuries mistakenly
identified with the tomb of Joanna’s mother, which bears no inscriptions and shows the
image of a crowned queen [31].

4. Conclusions

The images of queen Joanna that have come down to us refer to a certain uniformity in
the canons of the physiognomic definition that lead to suppose a desire for a truthful and
realistic representation. Portrays today are placed, in particular, in the city of Naples and in
the surrounding areas, inside and outside religious buildings and in lavishly illuminated
manuscripts. All along the forty years of Joanna’s reign, they demonstrate that the policy of
propaganda through images developed two main themes: the claim of dynastic legitimacy
(through genealogical representations and images of dynastic kings and family saints) and
of the Christological assimilation (with King Louis IX of France as a prestigious political
and cultural model). Such themes join the portraits in different contexts and show that
both in the restricted and in the public spheres, the concern for a representation of power
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according to these themes was crucial. It is therefore worth remembering that the portraits
in the manuscripts and in the chapter house of Santa Chiara were destined to a (more or
less) restricted court entourage; on the contrary, the appearance of the queen on the royal
tombs and on the liturgical furnishings in the church of Santa Chiara represent “ideological
manifestos” aimed at a wider public (always taking into account the effective possibility of
access to specific places, such as the presbyterial area of churches, etc.)

If the royal garments (clothes that seem to be updated to the noble fashion trends
of the time) and the attributes of power (the globe and the lily crown of the Angevin
tradition) do not show elements of particular interest or innovation, more important from
the iconographic point of view are the general contexts of the representations that shed
light on the intentions and purposes of the representations themselves. The carved reliefs
on the liturgical furnishings of Santa Chiara and the project of the Incoronata are examples
of political propaganda as a whole, aiming to demonstrate the queen’s belonging to a holy
dynasty and her claim for the legitimate succession to the throne, but also her belonging
to an international ruling class that shared common symbols and high-profile religious
models that legitimized the local authorities.
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